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Those wishing to become a resident insurance producer licensed in the state of Iowa must successfully pass the
appropriate Iowa producer licensing exam for that specific line of authority. To add additional lines of authority, a
resident or non-resident insurance producer licensed in the state of Iowa need to apply through the NIPR online system.

Nov 29, Published: Under the law, the number of uninsured nonelderly Americans decreased from 44 million
in the year before the major coverage provisions went into effect to less than 28 million as of the end of
Recent efforts to alter the ACA or fundamentally change the structure of Medicaid may pose a challenge to
further reducing the number of uninsured and may threaten coverage gains seen in recent years. This fact sheet
describes how coverage has changed under the ACA, examines the characteristics of the uninsured population,
and summarizes the access and financial implications of not having coverage. In the past, gaps in the public
insurance system and lack of access to affordable private coverage left millions without health insurance.
Beginning in , the ACA expanded coverage to millions of previously uninsured people through the expansion
of Medicaid and the establishment of Health Insurance Marketplaces. Data show substantial gains in public
and private insurance coverage and historic decreases in uninsured rates under the ACA. Coverage gains were
particularly large among low-income people living in states that expanded Medicaid. Still, millions of
peopleâ€” Why do people remain uninsured? Even under the ACA, many uninsured people cite the high cost
of insurance as the main reason they lack coverage. Many people do not have access to coverage through a
job, and some people, particularly poor adults in states that did not expand Medicaid, remain ineligible for
financial assistance for coverage. Some people who are eligible for financial assistance under the ACA may
not know they can get help, and undocumented immigrants are ineligible for Medicaid or Marketplace
coverage. Most uninsured people are in low-income families and have at least one worker in the family.
Reflecting the more limited availability of public coverage in some states, adults are more likely to be
uninsured than children. People of color are at higher risk of being uninsured than non-Hispanic Whites. How
does the lack of insurance affect access to health care? People without insurance coverage have worse access
to care than people who are insured. One in five uninsured adults in went without needed medical care due to
cost. Studies repeatedly demonstrate that the uninsured are less likely than those with insurance to receive
preventive care and services for major health conditions and chronic diseases. What are the financial
implications of lacking coverage? The uninsured often face unaffordable medical bills when they do seek care.
In , uninsured nonelderly adults were over twice as likely than their insured counterparts to have had problems
paying medical bills in the past 12 months. These bills can quickly translate into medical debt since most of
the uninsured have low or moderate incomes and have little, if any, savings. How has the number of uninsured
changed under the ACA? In the past, gaps in the public insurance system and lack of access to affordable
private coverage left millions without health insurance, and the number of uninsured Americans grew over
time, particularly during periods of economic downturns. By , more than 44 million people lacked coverage.
Millions of people have enrolled in these new coverage options, and the uninsured rate has dropped to a
historic low. Coverage gains were particularly large among low-income adults living in states that expanded
Medicaid. As early provisions of the ACA went into effect in , and as the economy improved, the uninsured
rate began to drop. When the major ACA coverage provisions went into effect in , the uninsured rate dropped
dramatically and continued to fall in subsequent years. In , the nonelderly uninsured rate was Uninsured Rate
Among the Nonelderly Population, Coverage gains from to were particularly large among groups targeted by
the ACA, including adults and poor and low-income individuals. The uninsured rate among nonelderly adults,
who are more likely than children to be uninsured, dropped from In addition, between and , the uninsured rate
declined substantially for poor and near-poor nonelderly individuals Figure 2. People of color, who had higher
uninsured rates than non-Hispanic Whites prior to , had larger coverage gains than non-Hispanic Whites.
Though uninsured rates dropped across all states, they dropped more in states that chose to expand Medicaid,
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decreasing by 7. Most of the nonelderly in the United States obtain health insurance through an employer, but
not all workers are offered employer-sponsored coverage or, if offered, can afford their share of the premiums.
Medicaid covers many low-income individuals, and financial assistance for Marketplace coverage is available
for many moderate-income people. However, Medicaid eligibility for adults remains limited in some states,
and few people can afford to purchase coverage without financial assistance. Some people who are eligible for
coverage under the ACA may not know they can get help, and others may still find the cost of coverage
prohibitive. Cost still poses a major barrier to coverage for the uninsured. Though financial assistance is
available to many of the remaining uninsured under the ACA, 5 not everyone who is uninsured is eligible for
free or subsidized coverage. In addition, some uninsured who are eligible for help may not be aware of
coverage options or may face barriers to enrollment. As indicated above, not all workers have access to
coverage through their job. Most remaining uninsured people are in working families, are in families with low
incomes, and are nonelderly adults. Most who remain uninsured have been without coverage for long periods
of time. Characteristics of the Nonelderly Uninsured, Individuals below poverty 16 are at the highest risk of
being uninsured. Hispanics and Blacks have significantly higher uninsured rates Undocumented immigrants
are ineligible for federally funded health coverage, but legal immigrants can qualify for subsidies in the
Marketplaces and those who have been in the country for more than five years are eligible for Medicaid. The
eight out of the twelve states with the highest uninsured rates in were in the South Figure 5 and Appendix A.
This variation reflects different economic conditions, state expansion status, availability of employer-based
coverage, and demographics. Health insurance makes a difference in whether and when people get necessary
medical care, where they get their care, and ultimately, how healthy they are. Uninsured adults are far more
likely than those with insurance to postpone health care or forgo it altogether. The consequences can be
severe, particularly when preventable conditions or chronic diseases go undetected. Barriers to Health Care
Among Nonelderly Adults by Insurance Status, Because of the cost of care, many uninsured people do not
obtain the treatments their health care providers recommend for them. When they are hospitalized, uninsured
people receive fewer diagnostic and therapeutic services and also have higher mortality rates than those with
insurance. A seminal study of a Medicaid expansion in Oregon found that uninsured adults who gained
Medicaid coverage were more likely to receive care than their counterparts who did not gain coverage.
However, safety net providers have limited resources and service capacity, and not all uninsured people have
geographic access to a safety net provider. Those without insurance for an entire year pay for one-fifth of their
care out-of-pocket. Problems Paying Medical Bills by Insurance Status, Uninsured nonelderly adults are also
much more likely than their insured counterparts to lack confidence in their ability to afford usual medical
costs and major medical expenses or emergencies. Lacking insurance coverage puts people at risk of medical
debt. State, federal, and private funds defray some but not all of these costs. With the expansion of coverage
under the ACA, providers are seeing reductions in uncompensated care costs, particularly in states that
expanded Medicaid. Multiple studies of the ACA have found larger declines in trouble paying medical bills in
expansion states relative to non-expansion states. A separate study found that, among those residing in areas
with high shares of low-income, uninsured individuals, Medicaid expansion significantly reduced the number
of unpaid bills and the amount of debt sent to third-party collection agencies. Proposed policies to change the
structure of the Medicaid program or cut back subsidies for Marketplace coverage may lead to even more
uninsured individuals. On the other hand, if additional states opt to expand Medicaid as allowed under the
ACA, there may be additional coverage gains as low-income individuals gain access to affordable coverage.
Going without coverage can have serious health consequences for the uninsured because they receive less
preventive care, and delayed care often results in serious illness or other health problems. Being uninsured
also can have serious financial consequences. Uninsured Rate Among the Nonelderly by State,
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The Characteristics of the Unemployment Insurance Claimants provide information on the demographic composition of
unemployment insurance claimants. The data are based on a sample or on the universe of those who file a continued
claim in the week containing the 19th of the month, which reflects unemployment during the week containing the 12th.

Early methods[ edit ] Merchants have sought methods to minimize risks since early times. Methods for
transferring or distributing risk were practiced by Chinese and Babylonian traders as long ago as the 3rd and
2nd millennia BC, respectively. The Babylonians developed a system which was recorded in the famous Code
of Hammurabi , c. This allowed groups of merchants to pay to insure their goods being shipped together. The
collected premiums would be used to reimburse any merchant whose goods were jettisoned during transport,
whether due to storm or sinkage. The first known insurance contract dates from Genoa in , and in the next
century maritime insurance developed widely and premiums were intuitively varied with risks. Insurance
became far more sophisticated in Enlightenment era Europe , and specialized varieties developed. Property
insurance as we know it today can be traced to the Great Fire of London , which in devoured more than 13,
houses. Initially, 5, homes were insured by his Insurance Office. In the late s, Edward Lloyd opened a coffee
house , which became the meeting place for parties in the shipping industry wishing to insure cargoes and
ships, and those willing to underwrite such ventures. By the late 19th century governments began to initiate
national insurance programs against sickness and old age. Germany built on a tradition of welfare programs in
Prussia and Saxony that began as early as in the s. This gave the British working classes the first contributory
system of insurance against illness and unemployment. The insured entities are therefore protected from risk
for a fee, with the fee being dependent upon the frequency and severity of the event occurring. In order to be
an insurable risk , the risk insured against must meet certain characteristics. Insurance as a financial
intermediary is a commercial enterprise and a major part of the financial services industry, but individual
entities can also self-insure through saving money for possible future losses. Insurability Risk which can be
insured by private companies typically shares seven common characteristics: Since insurance operates through
pooling resources, the majority of insurance policies are provided for individual members of large classes,
allowing insurers to benefit from the law of large numbers in which predicted losses are similar to the actual
losses. However, all exposures will have particular differences, which may lead to different premium rates.
The loss takes place at a known time, in a known place, and from a known cause. The classic example is death
of an insured person on a life insurance policy. Fire , automobile accidents , and worker injuries may all easily
meet this criterion. Other types of losses may only be definite in theory. Occupational disease , for instance,
may involve prolonged exposure to injurious conditions where no specific time, place, or cause is identifiable.
Ideally, the time, place, and cause of a loss should be clear enough that a reasonable person, with sufficient
information, could objectively verify all three elements. The event that constitutes the trigger of a claim should
be fortuitous, or at least outside the control of the beneficiary of the insurance. The loss should be pure, in the
sense that it results from an event for which there is only the opportunity for cost. Events that contain
speculative elements such as ordinary business risks or even purchasing a lottery ticket are generally not
considered insurable. The size of the loss must be meaningful from the perspective of the insured. Insurance
premiums need to cover both the expected cost of losses, plus the cost of issuing and administering the policy,
adjusting losses, and supplying the capital needed to reasonably assure that the insurer will be able to pay
claims. For small losses, these latter costs may be several times the size of the expected cost of losses. There is
hardly any point in paying such costs unless the protection offered has real value to a buyer. If the likelihood
of an insured event is so high, or the cost of the event so large, that the resulting premium is large relative to
the amount of protection offered, then it is not likely that the insurance will be purchased, even if on offer.
Furthermore, as the accounting profession formally recognizes in financial accounting standards, the premium
cannot be so large that there is not a reasonable chance of a significant loss to the insurer. If there is no such
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chance of loss, then the transaction may have the form of insurance, but not the substance see the U. Financial
Accounting Standards Board pronouncement number There are two elements that must be at least estimable,
if not formally calculable: Probability of loss is generally an empirical exercise, while cost has more to do
with the ability of a reasonable person in possession of a copy of the insurance policy and a proof of loss
associated with a claim presented under that policy to make a reasonably definite and objective evaluation of
the amount of the loss recoverable as a result of the claim. Limited risk of catastrophically large losses:
Insurable losses are ideally independent and non-catastrophic, meaning that the losses do not happen all at
once and individual losses are not severe enough to bankrupt the insurer; insurers may prefer to limit their
exposure to a loss from a single event to some small portion of their capital base. In the United States, flood
risk is insured by the federal government. Such properties are generally shared among several insurers, or are
insured by a single insurer who syndicates the risk into the reinsurance market. Legal[ edit ] When a company
insures an individual entity, there are basic legal requirements and regulations. Several commonly cited legal
principles of insurance include: Benefit insurance â€” as it is stated in the study books of The Chartered
Insurance Institute, the insurance company does not have the right of recovery from the party who caused the
injury and is to compensate the Insured regardless of the fact that Insured had already sued the negligent party
for the damages for example, personal accident insurance Insurable interest â€” the insured typically must
directly suffer from the loss. Insurable interest must exist whether property insurance or insurance on a person
is involved. The concept requires that the insured have a "stake" in the loss or damage to the life or property
insured. What that "stake" is will be determined by the kind of insurance involved and the nature of the
property ownership or relationship between the persons. The requirement of an insurable interest is what
distinguishes insurance from gambling. Utmost good faith â€” Uberrima fides the insured and the insurer are
bound by a good faith bond of honesty and fairness. Material facts must be disclosed. Contribution â€”
insurers which have similar obligations to the insured contribute in the indemnification, according to some
method. The Insurers can waive their subrogation rights by using the special clauses. Causa proxima, or
proximate cause â€” the cause of loss the peril must be covered under the insuring agreement of the policy,
and the dominant cause must not be excluded Mitigation â€” In case of any loss or casualty, the asset owner
must attempt to keep loss to a minimum, as if the asset was not insured. Indemnity To "indemnify" means to
make whole again, or to be reinstated to the position that one was in, to the extent possible, prior to the
happening of a specified event or peril. Accordingly, life insurance is generally not considered to be indemnity
insurance, but rather "contingent" insurance i. There are generally three types of insurance contracts that seek
to indemnify an insured: If the Insured has a "reimbursement" policy, the insured can be required to pay for a
loss and then be "reimbursed" by the insurance carrier for the loss and out of pocket costs including, with the
permission of the insurer, claim expenses. Most modern liability insurance is written on the basis of "pay on
behalf" language which enables the insurance carrier to manage and control the claim. Under an
"indemnification" policy, the insurance carrier can generally either "reimburse" or "pay on behalf of",
whichever is more beneficial to it and the insured in the claim handling process. An entity seeking to transfer
risk an individual, corporation, or association of any type, etc. Generally, an insurance contract includes, at a
minimum, the following elements: An insured is thus said to be " indemnified " against the loss covered in the
policy. When insured parties experience a loss for a specified peril, the coverage entitles the policyholder to
make a claim against the insurer for the covered amount of loss as specified by the policy. The fee paid by the
insured to the insurer for assuming the risk is called the premium. Insurance premiums from many insureds are
used to fund accounts reserved for later payment of claims â€” in theory for a relatively few claimants â€” and
for overhead costs. Social effects[ edit ] Insurance can have various effects on society through the way that it
changes who bears the cost of losses and damage. On one hand it can increase fraud; on the other it can help
societies and individuals prepare for catastrophes and mitigate the effects of catastrophes on both households
and societies. Insurance can influence the probability of losses through moral hazard , insurance fraud , and
preventive steps by the insurance company. Insurance scholars have typically used moral hazard to refer to the
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increased loss due to unintentional carelessness and insurance fraud to refer to increased risk due to intentional
carelessness or indifference. While in theory insurers could encourage investment in loss reduction, some
commentators have argued that in practice insurers had historically not aggressively pursued loss control
measuresâ€”particularly to prevent disaster losses such as hurricanesâ€”because of concerns over rate
reductions and legal battles. However, since about insurers have begun to take a more active role in loss
mitigation, such as through building codes. Watson, is a slapstick silent film about the methods and mishaps of
an insurance broker. Underwriting and investing[ edit ] The business model is to collect more in premium and
investment income than is paid out in losses, and to also offer a competitive price which consumers will
accept. Profit can be reduced to a simple equation: Insurers make money in two ways: Through underwriting ,
the process by which insurers select the risks to insure and decide how much in premiums to charge for
accepting those risks By investing the premiums they collect from insured parties The most complicated
aspect of the insurance business is the actuarial science of ratemaking price-setting of policies, which uses
statistics and probability to approximate the rate of future claims based on a given risk. After producing rates,
the insurer will use discretion to reject or accept risks through the underwriting process. At the most basic
level, initial ratemaking involves looking at the frequency and severity of insured perils and the expected
average payout resulting from these perils. Thereafter an insurance company will collect historical loss data,
bring the loss data to present value , and compare these prior losses to the premium collected in order to assess
rate adequacy. Rating for different risk characteristics involves at the most basic level comparing the losses
with "loss relativities"â€”a policy with twice as many losses would therefore be charged twice as much. More
complex multivariate analyses are sometimes used when multiple characteristics are involved and a univariate
analysis could produce confounded results. Other statistical methods may be used in assessing the probability
of future losses. Insurance companies earn investment profits on "float". Float, or available reserve, is the
amount of money on hand at any given moment that an insurer has collected in insurance premiums but has
not paid out in claims. Insurers start investing insurance premiums as soon as they are collected and continue
to earn interest or other income on them until claims are paid out. Some insurance industry insiders, most
notably Hank Greenberg , do not believe that it is forever possible to sustain a profit from float without an
underwriting profit as well, but this opinion is not universally held. Naturally, the float method is difficult to
carry out in an economically depressed period. Bear markets do cause insurers to shift away from investments
and to toughen up their underwriting standards, so a poor economy generally means high insurance premiums.
This tendency to swing between profitable and unprofitable periods over time is commonly known as the
underwriting, or insurance, cycle. Claims may be filed by insureds directly with the insurer or through brokers
or agents. The insurer may require that the claim be filed on its own proprietary forms, or may accept claims
on a standard industry form, such as those produced by ACORD. Insurance company claims departments
employ a large number of claims adjusters supported by a staff of records management and data entry clerks.
Incoming claims are classified based on severity and are assigned to adjusters whose settlement authority
varies with their knowledge and experience. The adjuster undertakes an investigation of each claim, usually in
close cooperation with the insured, determines if coverage is available under the terms of the insurance
contract, and if so, the reasonable monetary value of the claim, and authorizes payment. The policyholder may
hire their own public adjuster to negotiate the settlement with the insurance company on their behalf. For
policies that are complicated, where claims may be complex, the insured may take out a separate insurance
policy add-on, called loss recovery insurance, which covers the cost of a public adjuster in the case of a claim.
Adjusting liability insurance claims is particularly difficult because there is a third party involved, the plaintiff
, who is under no contractual obligation to cooperate with the insurer and may in fact regard the insurer as a
deep pocket. The adjuster must obtain legal counsel for the insured either inside "house" counsel or outside
"panel" counsel , monitor litigation that may take years to complete, and appear in person or over the
telephone with settlement authority at a mandatory settlement conference when requested by the judge.
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We may keep this application and any other application submitted to us and information about you whether or
not the application is approved. You certify that the information on the application and in any other
application submitted to us, is true and complete. You understand that false statements may subject you to
criminal penalties. You authorize us to submit this application and any other application submitted in
connection with the proposed transaction to the financial institutions disclosed to you by us the dealers. This
application will be reviewed by such financial institutions on behalf of themselves and us the dealer. In
addition, in accordance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act, you authorize that such financial institutions may
submit your applications to other financial institutions for the purpose of fulfilling your request to apply for
credit. You agree that we may obtain a consumer credit report periodically from one or more consumer
reporting agencies credit bureaus in connection with the proposed transaction and any update, renewal,
refinancing, modification or extension of that transaction. You also agree that we or any affiliate of ours may
obtain one or more consumer credit reports on you at any time whatsoever. If you ask, you will be told
whether a credit report was requested, and if so, the name and address of any credit bureau from which we or
our affiliate obtained your credit report. You agree that we may verify your employment, pay, assets and
debts, and that anyone receiving a copy of this is authorized to provide us with such information. You further
authorize us to gather whatever credit and employment history we consider necessary and appropriate in
evaluating this application and any other applications submitted in connection with the proposed transaction.
You understand that we will rely on the information in this credit application in making our decision. We may
monitor and record telephone calls regarding your account for quality assurance, compliance, training, or
similar purposes. By providing your cell phone number on this application, you are consenting to receive
servicing and collection calls on your cell phone using an auto dialer or a prerecorded message. This consent
applies to the dealer, who is the originating creditor in this transaction, as well as any assignee who may
purchase your credit contract from the dealer. What this means for you: When you open an account, you will
be asked for your name, address, date of birth, and other information to identify you. An applicant, if married,
may apply for a separate account. Maine and Tennessee Residents: You must have physical damage insurance
covering loss or damage to the vehicle for the term of the contract. For a lease, you must also have the liability
insurance as described in the lease. You may purchase required insurance through any insurance agent or
broker and from any insurance company that is reasonably acceptable to us. You are not required to deal with
any of our affiliates when choosing an agent, broker or insurer. Your choice of a particular insurance agent,
broker or insurer will not affect our credit decision, so long as the insurance provides adequate coverage with
an insurer who meets our reasonable requirements. You would be entitled to receive the estimate before you
enter into a balloon payment contract. A balloon contract is an installment sales contract with a final scheduled
payment that is at least twice the amount of one of the earlier scheduled equal periodic installment payments.
In connection with your application for credit, a consumer report may be obtained from a consumer reporting
agency credit bureau. If credit is extended, the party or parties extending credit or holding such credit may
order additional consumer reports in connection with any update, renewal or extension of the credit. If you
ask, you will be told whether a consumer report was requested and, if so, the name and address of any
consumer reporting agency credit bureau from which such credit report was obtained. Ohio laws against
discrimination require that all creditors make credit equally available to all creditworthy customers and that
credit reporting agencies maintain separate credit histories on each individual upon request. The Ohio Civil
Rights Commission administers compliance with this law. Consumer reports may be requested in connection
with this application. Buyer has the right of free choice in selecting an insurer to provide insurance required in
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connection with this transaction subject to our reasonable approval in accordance with applicable law. You
authorize us and any financial institution with which this credit application is shared, and each of their
respective employees or agents, to obtain and verify information about you including one or more credit
reports, information about your employment and banking and credit relationships that they may deem
necessary or appropriate in evaluating your credit application. If your credit application is approved and credit
is granted, you also authorize the parties granting credit or holding your account, and their respective
employees and agents, to obtain additional credit reports and other information about you in connection with
reviewing the account, increasing the available credit on the account if applicable , taking collection on the
account, or for any other legitimate purpose. No provision of any marital property agreement, any unilateral
statement under Wis. If you are making this credit application individually and not jointly with your spouse,
complete Section A about yourself and Section B about your non-applicant spouse. Your non-applicant spouse
should not sign the credit application if you are applying for individual credit. By clicking here, I certify that I
a agree to the Terms set forth above, and b intend to apply for individual credit and that any data regarding my
spouse is provided because I reside in a community property state or the property which is to be used as a
basis for repayment of the credit requested is located in such a state. Signature By initialing the box below, I
acknowledge that I am the applicant and confirm I intend to file for credit.
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The advance unadjusted insured unemployment rate was percent during the week ending August 5, a decrease of
percentage point from the prior week.

This socialist policy was pejoratively called the iron rice bowl. The state remedied this problem, in part, by
distributing wage subsidies. The reforms also dismantled the iron rice bowl , which meant it witnessed a rise
in unemployment in the economy. In , immediately after the iron rice bowl was dismantled, there were 20
million unemployed people. As part of its newly developing social security legislation , China has an
unemployment insurance system. At the end of , more than The quality of the data was considered to be quite
high, although a million-person discrepancy existed between the percent sample and the regular employment
statistics. This discrepancy can be explained by the combination of inaccurate employment statistics and
varying methods of calculation and scope of coverage. The estimated mid labor force was million, or
approximately 54 percent of the total population. Males accounted for slightly more than half of the estimated
labor force, and the labor force participation rates for persons age fifteen years and older were among the
highest in the world. The percent sample showed that approximately three-fourths of the labor force worked in
the agricultural sector. According to the National Bureau of Statistics, in the mids more than million people
worked in the nonagricultural sector. The sample revealed that men occupied the great majority of leadership
positions. The average worker was about thirty years old, and three out of every four workers were under
forty-five years of age. The working population had a low education level. Less than 40 percent of the labor
force had more than a primary school education, and 30 percent were illiterate or semiliterate. In mid the
overall unemployment rate was estimated to be about 5 percent. Of the approximately 25 million unemployed,
12 million were men and 13 million were women. The unemployment rate was highest in the northeast and
lowest in the south. The unemployment rates were higher than those of East Asian, Southeast Asian, and
Pacific island countries for which data were available but were lower than the rates found in North America
and Europe. Virtually all of the unemployed persons in cities and towns were under twenty years of age. The
manufacturing labor force has also become smaller at a slower rate, partially because of reforms implemented
at many of the state-run enterprises. Such reforms and other factors have increased unemployment and
underemployment in both urban and rural areas. Some 40â€”45 percent of all women over age 15 are
employed. In some 25 million persons were employed by , private enterprises. As noted by Kenichi Ohmae: A
factory manager in Guangzhou finds that the eyesight of some workers deteriorates as a result of the work they
do. They are no longer his responsibility. Were a Japanese manager to act like this, he would risk
imprisonment. The ACFTU reported a membership of million, out of an estimated million urban workers, at
the end of Chinese trade unions are organized on a broad industrial basis. Membership is open to those who
rely on wages for the whole or a large part of their income , a qualification that excludes most agricultural
workers. The lowest unit is the enterprise union committee. Individual trade unions also operate at the
provincial level, and there are trade union councils that coordinate all union activities within a particular area
and operate at county, municipal, and provincial levels. At the top of the movement is the ACFTU, which
discharges its functions through a number of regional federations. In theory the appropriate trade union
organizations have been consulted on the level of wages as well as on wage differentials, but in practice their
role in these and similar matters has been insignificant. They have not engaged in collective bargaining , as
their principal duties have included assisting the party and promoting production. In fulfilling these tasks, they
have had a role in enforcing labor discipline. From the point of view of the membership, the most important
activities have concerned the social and welfare services. Thus, the unions have looked after industrial safety ,
organized social and cultural activities, and, provided services such as clinics, rest and holiday homes, hostels,
libraries, and clubs. More recently, however, reforms of the social security system have involved moving the
responsibility for pensions and other welfare to the provinces. In , a new labor law was proposed and
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submitted for public comment. The new law has support from labor activists, but was opposed by some
foreign corporations, including the American Chamber of Commerce and the European Chamber of
Commerce. There is some expectation that the law would be enforced. The campaign is projected to include
Eastman Kodak , Dell and other companies. The strike, which began on 17 May , has resulted in suspension of
operations at 4 Honda assembly plants. The main issue appears to be money with a substantial raise being
demanded. The workers involved are mostly young high school and vocational school graduates with no
apparent political agenda. The strike at the Zhongshan was broken in a few days by a combination of
concessions and hiring replacement workers. Foxconn had been plagued by worker shortages and a number of
worker suicides. In June there were reports of several other incidents including one in which a government
controlled ACFTU union was reported to be negotiating regarding wages with Kentucky Fried Chicken.
According to the Star information about such strikes is not being publicized inside China; information about
strikes involving foreign or Taiwanese owned factories often receives more attention. They asked management
to pay them the overtime they were due and terminate their contracts so they would receive wages
immediately, according to Zhejiang Online. The workers may have been alarmed by previous cases in China
where bosses have closed businesses overnight and fled without paying workers. More than workers
blockaded a Tesco in Jinhua.
Chapter 5 : Labor relations in China - Wikipedia
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